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Self-modulation is a beam-plasma instability that is useful to drive large-amplitude wakefields with bunches much
longer than the plasma skin depth. We present experimental results showing that, when increasing the ratio between
the initial transverse size of the bunch and the plasma skin depth, the instability occurs later along the bunch, or not
at all, over a fixed plasma length, because the amplitude of the initial wakefields decreases. We show cases for which
self-modulation does not develop and we introduce a simple model discussing the conditions for which it would not
occur after any plasma length. Changing bunch size and plasma electron density also changes the growth rate of the
instability. We discuss the impact of these results on the design of a particle accelerator based on the self-modulation
instability seeded by a relativistic ionization front, such as the future upgrade of the AWAKE experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The self-modulation instability (SMI)1–3 is a beam-plasma
instability that can develop when a relativistic charged parti-

cle bunch, propagating in a plasma with density npe, has root
mean square (rms) length σz much longer than the plasma skin

depth c/ωpe, where c is the speed of light and ωpe =
√

npee2

meε0
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is the plasma electron angular frequency (me and e are the
mass and charge of the electron, ε0 is the vacuum permittiv-
ity). When the bunch enters a preformed plasma, the features
and imperfections of the initial distribution of the bunch den-
sity4,5 drive initial wakefields6 that act on the bunch itself. The
transverse component of these wakefields generates a periodic
focusing and defocusing force, modulating the radius of the
bunch. Since the longitudinal relative motion of highly rela-
tivistic particles due to the action of longitudinal component
of the wakefields is negligible, the modulation of the radius
results in a longitudinal modulation of the bunch density.

The instability grows exponentially from the initial modu-
lation, and microbunches form on axis when the effect of the
focusing force becomes significant when compared to the nat-
ural divergence of the bunch. According to linear theory1,7,8,
the amplitude of the transverse wakefields W⊥ grows along
the plasma (z) and along the bunch (ξ ), starting from the ini-
tial amplitude W⊥0(ξ ), as W⊥(z,ξ ) = W⊥0(ξ )exp(Γ(z,ξ )z),
where Γ is the growth rate of the instability. As the instability
grows along the bunch, the full modulation into microbunches
first occurs late along the Gaussian bunch, and progressively
reaches its front during propagation in plasma. Thus, at the
front the effect of Γ is smaller than at the back1,7,8 (Γ ∝ ξ 1/3).

Once the bunch is fully modulated into a train of mi-
crobunches (i.e., SMI reaches saturation), it resonantly drives
wakefields that can be used for high-gradient particle acceler-
ation9. The development of SMI may be ensured and made
reproducible by seeding4,10,11 or may be suppressed by de-
creasing the amplitude of the initial wakefields.

In the context of the Advanced WAKefield Experiment
(AWAKE) at CERN12, we previously demonstrated that a
long, Gaussian, relativistic proton (p+) bunch undergoes the
self-modulation process in plasma2,3 and that externally in-
jected electrons can be accelerated to GeV-energies9. We also
showed that self-modulation can be seeded by a relativistic
ionization front (RIF) copropagating within the p+ bunch4, or
by wakefields driven by a preceding, short electron bunch10.
In case of RIF seeding, seed wakefields are provided by the
fast onset of the beam-plasma interaction at the location of
the RIF.

The possibility of varying the initial parameters of the
bunch and plasma allows for further studies on the develop-
ment of SMI. In previous experiments, we showed that the
growth rate of the instability increases when increasing npe
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or when increasing the peak bunch charge density nb0
10. It is

also interesting to measure the dependence of the amplitude
of the initial transverse wakefields and of the development of
the instability on initial parameters. When W⊥0 is decreased,
it takes a longer propagation distance in plasma for the ini-
tial modulation to form, and therefore for SMI to grow. Thus,
the earliest time along the bunch where SMI is observed is a
probe for W⊥0, that causes the initial modulation.

We perform experiments in which the bunch density is
much lower than the plasma density (nb0/npe < 0.08 in all
cases), and therefore initial wakefields are in the linear regime.
The amplitude of the initial transverse wakefields is pro-
portional to nb0 and inversely proportional to the ratio be-
tween the initial rms transverse size of the bunch13 σr0 and

c/ωpe (W⊥0 ∝ nb0(c/ωpe) ∝ (1/σ2
r0)(c/ωpe)), as the wake-

fields are defined by the amount of bunch charge contained
within c/ωpe. Hence, when increasing σr0 (keeping constant
the charge and the other parameters of the bunch), both W⊥0
and Γ decrease1,7,8 (Γ ∝ ωpe(ξ nb0/npe)

(1/3)), resulting in a
smaller amplitude of the wakefields during the growth of SMI,
and eventually in the suppression of the development of the
instability. When increasing npe, W⊥0 decreases, whereas Γ

increases1,3,7,8.
In this paper, we present experimental results showing that,

when increasing σr0 or npe, the modulation becomes observ-
able only later along the bunch, due to a lower W⊥0, indepen-
dently of Γ. We perform the experiments by measuring the
charge density distribution of the bunch on time-resolved im-
ages obtained after propagation in plasma. The occurrence of
SMI may be directly visible from time-resolved images and,
with higher sensitivity, from the power spectrum of the dis-
crete Fourier transform of their on-axis profile. In particular,
we show that the development of SMI can be controlled, de-
layed, and even suppressed, by varying these initial param-
eters. We also discuss the implications for the design of a
plasma wakefield accelerator based on the self-modulation of
the drive bunch, such as the future upgrade of AWAKE.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In AWAKE (Fig. 1), the plasma is generated by ionizing
rubidium vapor contained in a 10-m-long source with a ∼
120fs, ∼ 100mJ laser pulse focused to a radius of ∼ 1mm14.
The vapor density nvap is controlled by varying the tempera-
ture of the reservoirs containing the rubidium and of the va-
por source15. Previous experimental results showed that the
laser pulse singly ionizes all the rubidium atoms on its path2,
thus, npe = nvap. In the experiments presented here, we use
npe = 0.97×1014 cm−3 and npe = 7.3×1014 cm−3, which in
the following we refer to as low and high plasma electron
densities, respectively. The CERN Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) delivers the 44.9 nC, σz = 6.3cm bunch of 400GeV/c
protons16. The final focusing system of the transport line pro-
vides flexibility for placing the waist of the beam at different
locations z∗ with respect to the plasma entrance (z = 0), and
for varying the transverse size σr0 of the bunch entering the
plasma. By changing npe and σr0, we therefore vary the ratio
σr0/(c/ωpe) ∝ σr0

√npe, and thus the amplitude of the initial
wakefields as well as the growth rate.

The transverse size of the beam at different locations along
the beamline is measured on screens (yellow trapezoids in
Fig. 1) emitting optical transition radiation (OTR) when the
bunch traverses them. The OTR is transported and imaged
onto the chip of CMOS cameras, producing time-integrated
images of the p+ bunch transverse distribution. The light pro-
duced by one of these screens, positioned 3.5m downstream
of the plasma exit (z = 13.5m), is also sent to a streak cam-
era, producing a time-resolved image of the p+ bunch charge
density distribution in a 180-µm-wide slice (the spatial reso-
lution of the optical system17) near the propagation axis of the
bunch.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the AWAKE experimental setup: the ionizing
laser pulse (blue) enters the 10-m-long vapor source (white cylin-
der) ahead of the p+ bunch (red) and singly ionizes the rubidium
atoms, creating the plasma. The optical transition radiation produced
by aluminum-coated screens (yellow trapezoids) when the bunch en-
ters them is imaged on the chip of CMOS cameras, producing time-
integrated images (e.g., Fig. 2(a) and (b)), or on the entrance slit
of a streak camera, producing time-resolved images (e.g., Fig. 3).
The two screens upstream of the vapor source are extracted from the
beamline during the experiments with plasma.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the time-integrated, transverse
distribution of the bunch at the last screen before injec-
tion in plasma (z = −1.5m), for two sets of beam trans-
port optics configurations, which we hereafter refer to as
narrow and wide-bunch optics, respectively. Fitting the
transverse projections (black lines) with a Gaussian distri-
bution, we calculate the transverse size of the beam in the
two planes (x,y) as the rms σx,y. The transverse size is
also confirmed to be constant along the bunch using time-
resolved images10. By fitting σx,y measured without plasma
at the various screens along the propagation axis z (Fig. 2(c))
with the solution of the beam envelope equation in vacuum

σx,y(z) = σ∗x,y

√
1+(z− z∗x,y)2(

εx,y/(βγ)
σ∗x,y2 )2, we obtain the trans-

verse size at the waist σ∗x,y, the waist position z∗x,y and the
normalized transverse emittance εx,y (β is the ratio between
bunch longitudinal velocity and c, γ is the Lorentz factor).
We then calculate the size of the beam at the plasma en-
trance σx,y(z = 0). For the narrow-bunch optics (circles in
Fig. 2(c); blue: x-plane, red: y-plane; dashed lines: envelope
equation fits), σ∗x,y = (0.19,0.18)mm, εx,y = (2.9,2.7)mm-
mrad, and the waist position is close to the plasma en-
trance: z∗x,y = (−2.6,−2.9)m (smaller than the Twiss pa-
rameter β ∗x,y = σ∗2x,yβγ/εx,y = (5.3,4.6)m), and σx,y(z = 0) =
(0.21,0.21)mm. For the wide-bunch optics (crosses and dot-
ted lines in Fig. 2(c)), z∗x,y = (−9.4,−10.8)m, with same
emittance, and size at the waist as with the narrow bunch.
This means that the waist is located about 2β ∗x,y upstream
of the plasma entrance. Thus, in this case the bunch en-
ters the plasma diverging and with transverse size σx,y =
(0.42,0.50)mm. The uncertainties on the parameters of the
fits are given in Ref.18. As the difference in size between the
two planes is smaller than the difference between the two op-
tical settings, and it does not influence the results presented
here, in the following we quote the average of the values in
the two planes as σr0.

(b)

(c)

(a)

plasma 
entrance

plasma 
exit

FIG. 2. Transverse, time-integrated images (x,y) of (a) the narrow
and (b) wide bunch, at z = −1.5m. Black lines show the projec-
tions on the transverse planes. (c): transverse size of the bunch along
the beamline σx,y, obtained from Gaussian fits to the transverse pro-
jections of images at the various screens with no plasma. Circles:
narrow-bunch optics, crosses: wide-bunch optics; blue symbols: x-
plane, red symbols: y-plane. Dashed and dotted lines: result of the
fits with the envelope equation. Plasma entrance at z = 0, plasma exit
at z = 10m.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 3(a) shows a single-event, time-resolved ns
timescale image of the narrow p+ bunch after propagation in
vapor (no laser pulse, thus no plasma: bunch propagates as in
vacuum), representing the incoming bunch as observed at the
screen positioned 3.5 m downstream of the vapor source exit.
The temporal (blue line in Fig. 3(c)) and spatial (black line in
Fig. 3(a)) projections show that the bunch has a 2D-Gaussian
charge density profile. After propagation in plasma with
npe = 0.97× 1014 cm−3 (σr0/(c/ωpe) = 0.39 at the plasma
entrance, see Fig. 3(b)), the spatial projection (black line) is
no longer Gaussian, because of the occurrence of SMI: the
microbunch train generates the bright core2 and the defocused
protons generate the surrounding halo3.

In this experiment, the laser pulse propagates ∼ 1ns ahead
of the p+ bunch center (∼ 4.7σz/c), hence self-modulation
occur as an instability, because the bunch density at the loca-
tion of the ionization front is too low to seed4. The time res-
olution of ns timescale images (∼ 5ps17) is not sufficient to
resolve the microbunch structure at this plasma electron den-
sity (plasma electron period Tpe = 2π/ωpe = 11.3ps). Hence,
the charge distribution appears continuous. The transverse ex-
tent of the distribution along the bunch depends on the trans-
verse momentum acquired by the defocused protons during
the growth of the instability10,19. It is therefore a probe for
the amplitude of the wakefields at the early stage of SMI.
The effect of the entrance slit of the streak camera is to de-
crease the intensity of the time-resolved images where the
transverse extent of the distribution increases (the amount of
charge per time slice remains constant)20. The time projec-
tion of the image with plasma (Fig. 3(c), red line) shows this
effect by the higher count values at the front of the bunch
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(−0.4 . t . −0.1ns) than the projection of the image with-
out plasma (blue line), because the bunch is focused by the
adiabatic response of the plasma10 and because of the forma-
tion of the microbunch train. Conversely, the rapid decrease
later along the bunch observed at the screen (t > −0.2ns) is
due to defocusing from the occurrence of SMI.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

FIG. 3. Single-event, time-resolved images of the p+ bunch at
the screen at z = 13.5m. (a) and (b): narrow bunch; (d) and (e):
wide bunch. (a) and (d): after propagation without plasma; (b) and
(e): after propagation with plasma. (c) and (f): time projections of
narrow bunch and wide bunch, respectively, obtained by summing
the counts along the y-spatial direction. Blue lines: without plasma,
red lines: with plasma. Black lines along the vertical axes: spatial
projections. The duration of the streak camera window is 1.1 ns. The
bunch propagates from left to right; bunch center at t = 0. Same
color scale for all images. npe = 0.97×1014 cm−3.

In the case of the wide bunch (the charge and the other
parameters of the bunch kept constant), the image without
plasma (Fig. 3(d)) is less bright than for the narrow bunch
(Fig. 3(a), the streak camera settings are the same for all
images). The spatial projection in the case with plasma
(Fig. 3(e), black line; σr0/(c/ωpe) = 0.85) is peaked and no
longer Gaussian. We attribute the peaked transverse distribu-
tion of Fig. 3(e) to SMI, as confirmed later with ps timescale
images (Fig. 6). The time projection of the case with plasma
(Fig. 3(f), red line) does not show a rapid decrease of counts
along the bunch as in (c), indicating a weaker effect of SMI
on the bunch and thus that the average amplitude of the trans-
verse wakefields is much smaller than in the case of the nar-
row bunch. In fact, in Fig. 3(e) there is no clear evidence of
the surrounding halo distribution visible in Fig. 3(b). This is
expected because the smaller nb0 and larger σr0/(c/ωpe) lead
to smaller amplitude of the initial wakefields W⊥0 and smaller
growth rate Γ3,10.

In the following Sections, we use a shorter streak cam-
era time window (210 ps), providing a better time resolution
(∼ 2ps) to evidence the microbunch train itself (if any) with
narrow and wide bunch in low and high plasma electron den-
sities.

A. Narrow bunch, low plasma electron density

We observe the charge density distribution at the front of the
bunch to investigate the position along the bunch where the
modulation becomes detectable. Figure 4(a) shows six con-
secutive, single-event, time-resolved images of the narrow p+

bunch: one after propagation without plasma (#1) and five af-
ter propagation with plasma (#2−6), between 180 and 360 ps
ahead of the bunch center. The images are aligned in time
with sub-ps precision using an optical timing fiducial21. The
on-axis profile of the event without plasma (blue line) shows
the increase of the intensity along the Gaussian distribution of
the bunch and no periodic oscillation. On the contrary, the mi-
crobunch structure is clearly visible on all events with plasma,
and the corresponding on-axis profiles (e.g., red line, profile
of event #6 on Fig. 4(a)) show a periodic modulation. Images
show that the timing of the modulation is not reproducible
from event to event because the instability is not seeded4.

To measure the frequency of the modulation fmod , we per-
form a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the on-axis profiles
of the single-event images such as those of Fig. 4(a). Fig-
ure 4(b) shows the average power spectra for five events with
plasma (red line) and five events without plasma (blue line),
together with their rms variation as the corresponding shaded
areas. The spectrum of the events with plasma is clearly
peaked at fmod = 85± 5GHz (the uncertainty is estimated as
the width of a frequency bin), which is consistent with the ex-
pected plasma electron frequency fpe = ωpe/2π = 88.3GHz.
The signal-to-noise ratio, defined as the ratio between the peak
value at fmod and the corresponding value for the spectrum
without plasma, plus its rms, is close to three. This indicates
that the modulation depth of the profiles due to SMI is much
larger than that due to the random variation in the distribu-
tion of the signal without plasma, as visible from the time-
resolved images and profiles. Hence, at this location along the
bunch, after 10m of propagation in plasma, the microbunches
are fully formed, indicating that the instability has taken place.

B. Wide bunch, low plasma electron density

In the case of the wide bunch (Fig. 5(a)), and over the
same time range as for the narrow bunch (Fig. 4(a)), the mi-
crobunches are not distinguishable on time-resolved images.
The absence of the occurrence of SMI is also confirmed by the
DFT analysis, that shows very similar power spectra with and
without plasma (see Fig. 5(b)), i.e., without a detectable peak
at the expected fmod ∼ fpe. This indicates that, if present, the
periodic modulation due to SMI is not deeper than the vari-
ation due to noise in the distribution of the images obtained
without plasma.

We estimate the threshold for detection of modulation in the
power spectrum by calculating the amplitude of a sinusoidal
modulation on a smooth ideal Gaussian distribution whose
power spectrum near fpe has amplitude equal to twice the rms
variation of the spectrum of the events without plasma. In the
case of Fig. 5(b), the threshold, and therefore the lower limit
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a): six time-resolved, consecutive, single-event images
of the narrow p+ bunch. Event #1: without plasma; events #2− 6:
with plasma. Blue line: on-axis profile of event #1; red line: on-
axis profile of event #6. Counts normalized with respect to the
maximum of the projection of the image without plasma. The du-
ration of the streak camera window is 210 ps. The width of each
image is ∆y = ±1.25mm centered on the beam propagation axis.
(b): average power spectra obtained from the DFT of the on-axis
profiles of single-event images. Red line: average of the power
spectra of five consecutive events with plasma (events #2− 6 from
(a)); blue line: average of the power spectra of five consecutive
events without plasma (including event #1). The shaded areas show
the extent of the rms variations. Same color scale for all images.
npe = 0.97×1014 cm−3, fpe = 88.3GHz.

for detection of the modulation depth due to SMI, is ∼ 20%.
For comparison, according to the same simple model, the peak
of the power spectrum of the narrow bunch (Fig. 4(b)) corre-
sponds to an amplitude of the sinusoidal component > 40%,
with detection threshold ∼ 15%.

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, for the wide p+ bunch.

Figure 6(a) shows that, with the same wide bunch, mi-
crobunches do become visible later along the bunch (−240≤
t ≤ −60ps, rather than −360 ≤ t ≤ −180ps as in Fig. 4(a)).
The average power spectrum (red line, Fig. 6(b)) shows a clear
peak above the noise level at fmod ∼ fpe, indicating a modu-
lation depth around four times larger than the minimum de-
tectable value (∼ 15%, estimated as for Fig. 5).

This confirms that SMI also takes place with the wide bunch
(as already suggested by the spatial projection of Fig. 3(e)),
but it is observed only later along the bunch than with the

narrow bunch. This is because the amplitude of the initial
wakefields W⊥0 is smaller, with the smaller nb0 and larger
σr0/(c/ωpe). This also indicates a longer saturation length of
the instability as well as a lower amplitude of the wakefields
driven by the bunch, at any given location along the plasma
and bunch.

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, for a later time range along the wide p+

bunch.

C. High plasma electron density

The plasma skin depth shortens when increasing npe. Thus,
for a fixed transverse size of the drive bunch, the ratio
σr0/(c/ωpe) increases, less bunch charge is contained within
c/ωpe, and the amplitude of the initial wakefields W⊥0 de-
creases. We acquire time-resolved images of the bunch with
npe = 7.3×1014 cm−3 in a 73 ps time window, with sufficient
time resolution (∼ 1ps) to detect modulation at the expected
fpe = 242.3GHz (Tpe = 4.13ps), at the expense of a lower
signal-to-noise ratio because of lower counts per pixel. Sin-
gle images do not show evidence of SMI due to the limited
time resolution. We therefore only use the more sensitive DFT
method to assess the occurrence of SMI22. Figure 7(a) shows
that the average power spectrum obtained from time-resolved
images of the narrow bunch in plasma (σr0/(c/ωpe)= 1.1, red
line) at −370≤ t ≤−300ps (i.e., shorter than, but within the
same time range as Fig. 4) does not have a peak with ampli-
tude significantly larger than the level of the average spectrum
of the events without plasma (blue). This indicates a possible
modulation depth no larger than the initial rms variation of the
bunch density distribution (∼ 20%).

At −220 ≤ t ≤ −150ps (i.e., later along the bunch,
Fig. 7(b)), the average power spectrum of the images with
plasma is clearly peaked at fmod = 246± 14GHz∼ fpe. The
uncertainty is larger than in the previous cases because the
observation window is shorter. Observing a peak in the power
spectrum confirms that the lower W⊥0 causes a later develop-
ment of SMI along the bunch.

With the wide bunch (Fig. 7(c)), there is no visible peak at
fpe with amplitude higher than the threshold (∼ 20%) in the
same late time window as for (b), indicating again that lower
nb0 and larger σr0/(c/ωpe) delay the development of the mi-
crobunch train along the bunch. To further investigate whether
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the wide bunch undergoes SMI at all in high-density plasma,
we also measure the charge density distribution when the ion-
ization front propagates at the center of the bunch, i.e., we
impose the maximum possible amplitude of the initial wake-
fields (RIF seeding). Figure 7(d) shows that no peak at fpe in
the average power spectrum of the events with plasma is dis-
tinguishable from the power spectrum of the events without
plasma (+170 ≤ t ≤ +240ps). We therefore conclude that at
this high density the wide bunch does not self-modulate at all
over 10 m, even when SMI is strongly seeded. In this case
σr0/(c/ωpe) = 2.4 > 1, which means that the plasma return
current can flow through the bunch and current filamentation
instability23,24 could develop. Further experiments to study
this phenomenon and its effects are underway25.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 7. Average power spectra from the DFT analysis on the on-axis
profiles of single-events images. Red lines: average of five consecu-
tive events with plasma; blue lines: average of five consecutive events
without plasma. The shaded areas show the extent of the correspond-
ing rms variations. The duration of the streak camera window is 73 ps
for all cases. (a): narrow bunch, measuring between t = −300 and
−370ps (early). (b): narrow bunch, measuring between t = −150
and −220ps (late). (c) wide bunch, measuring between t = −150
and −220ps. (d) wide bunch, RIF at the bunch center, measuring
between t =+170 and +240ps (i.e., behind the center of the bunch).
npe = 7.3×1014 cm−3, fpe = 242.3GHz.

D. Summary of the Experimental Results

Previous measurements4 indicate that SMI “starts" at a lo-
cation along a Gaussian bunch where a perturbation of, or im-
perfection in the bunch density (on a spatial scale� c/ωpe),
limited by the local bunch density, is sufficient to initiate the
process. This occurs where the amplitude of the wakefields
that the perturbation drives is sufficient for the resulting trans-

verse force to overcome the effect of the divergence of the
slice with finite emittance. While each slice of the bunch, with
the same radius and emittance, diverges at the same rate at the
entrance of the plasma, the amplitude of wakefields that can
be driven increases from the front of the bunch till its peak.
One can estimate a first position along the bunch where SMI
may occur by using the amplitude of wakefields driven if there
were a sharp step in the bunch density at the location of the
slice. In this case, the amplitude W⊥0 can be calculated as was
done in Ref.4 using linear wakefield theory, since nb0� npe.
This is equivalent to using an envelope equation for each slice
at the entrance of the plasma:

σ
′′
r =

(
ε2

g

σ3
r0
− eW⊥0

γmec2

)
, (1)

where W⊥0(ξ ) = 2 enb0
ε0k2

pe
exp(−ξ/2σ2

z )dR/dr|r=σr0 .The R(r)

coefficient is a function of the transverse bunch profile and
describes the radial dependence of the wakefields13. The po-
sition along the bunch where SMI can first develop from, can
be calculated by setting the RHS of Eq. 1 to zero, to find the
equivalent of a matching condition. For each slice ahead of
it, the effect of divergence dominates (i.e., RHS> 0) and SMI
cannot develop. For each slice behind it, RHS<0 and SMI
can develop. In particular, in a case of a bunch for which
the “matched" condition cannot be met before the peak of the
bunch, SMI can never develop. This is because, unlike in the
classical case of focusing in a pure ion column where the force
increases (linearly) with radius26,27, the focusing force gener-
ated by diverging slices decreases with propagation distance
(W⊥(z) ∝ nb0(z) ∝ 1/σ2

r (z)), ensuring that past the plasma en-
trance SMI never develops ahead of the "matched" slice. This
is confirmed by the cases of Fig. 7(c), for which SMI does
not develop, and Fig. 7(d), for which it does not even with the
strongest possible W⊥0 (note that in this case the bunch is not
at a waist at the plasma entrance).

We summarize the results in Fig. 8 by schematically dis-
playing what was observed in each time window (blue cir-
cles: SMI, continuous line: no SMI) from time-resolved im-
ages and from their DFT power spectrum (i.e., detecting or
not a peak corresponding to the modulation). The results in-
dicate that the earliest time along the bunch where SMI is ob-
served depends on the amplitude of the initial wakefields W⊥0,
in agreement with what is suggested by the simple model we
presented. When increasing the transverse size of the bunch
(horizontal direction in the schematic) or when increasing the
plasma electron density (vertical direction), the amplitude of
the initial wakefields decreases. Regardless of the growth rate,
SMI can only occur where and when the initial wakefields
overcome the divergence of the bunch. However, as noted,
noise in the time-resolved images imposes a detection limita-
tion. Thus, even though SMI is not detected, it may be present
at a level lower than the detection threshold.
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FIG. 8. Schematic summary of the experimental results. The red
half ellipses represent the p+ bunch traveling from left to right, the
blue rectangles represent the streak camera windows where measure-
ments were performed. Blue circles: SMI observed in the window;
blue lines: SMI not observed. The blue arrows indicate how W⊥0
varies with σr0 (horizontal direction) and with npe (vertical direc-
tion).

IV. IMPACT ON ACCELERATOR DESIGN

To effectively employ the p+-driven scheme for accelera-
tor applications, the timing and amplitude of the wakefields
must be reproducible from event to event, because the witness
bunch must be deterministically injected in the accelerating
and focusing phase of the wakefields with sub-ps accuracy for
every event. Reproducibility is obtained by seeding the insta-
bility4,10,11, i.e., driving initial wakefields with sufficient am-
plitude for SMI to grow from. In case of RIF seeding, a tran-
sition from the instability to the seeded regime was observed
when the local bunch density at the RIF location overcomes
a threshold value4. For the narrow bunch, we measured the
transition to occur between 400 and 300ps ahead of the bunch
center (not shown here).

In one of the possible designs of the accelerator employing
the self-modulated p+ bunch as the driver of plasma wake-
fields28,29, SMI is made reproducible by seeding in a first
plasma with a RIF. In this case, the part of the bunch ahead
of RIF keeps propagating in vapor, diverging as in vacuum.
Then, the bunch enters a 10-m-long preformed plasma (the
accelerator), after a gap region where the on-axis injection of
the witness electron bunch takes place30.

With the experiments presented in this paper, we replicate
with the wide bunch and a single plasma the conditions of
the bunch front entering the second plasma, with large initial
transverse size and similar divergence. The results show that,
after propagation through 10 m of plasma, the radial and lon-
gitudinal intensity modulation ahead of the transition point for
RIF seeding4 does not reach a depth distinguishable from that
of the incoming bunch distribution (see Figs. 5 and 7(c)), after
propagation in the 10-m-long plasma that corresponds to the
second plasma of the accelerator setup. This suggests that ac-
celeration driven only by the self-modulated back part of the
bunch can proceed without interference caused by SMI of the
front of the bunch in the second plasma31. This is a neces-
sary condition for producing a high-quality accelerated bunch
with this scheme. The acceleration experiments with the two

plasma sections are anyway needed to prove that neither SMI
nor CFI occur in the second plasma.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We showed with experimental results that the condition for
SMI to develop along a long p+ bunch depends on the ampli-
tude of the initial wakefields that the bunch can drive. This
amplitude decreases when increasing the ratio σr0/(c/ωpe) ∝

σr0
√npe. We observed that SMI appears later along the bunch

when increasing the initial transverse size of the bunch or the
plasma electron density, and does not occur (within the de-
tection threshold) when increasing both. Measurements also
confirmed that, when increasing the initial transverse size σr0
(thus, decreasing nb0), while keeping the other parameters
constant, the growth rate Γ of the self-modulation instability
(when this occurs) decreases.

We discussed the impact of these results on the design of
a p+-driven plasma wakefield accelerator based on the self-
modulation instability seeded by a copropagating relativistic
ionization front. We showed that, for a diverging bunch with
large transverse size (comparable to that of the bunch front
left unmodulated from a first plasma where seeding occurs),
the modulation at the bunch front does not reach a detectable
depth ahead of the transition point for RIF seeding.
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